What is the purpose of a university? // It should
be about education, the pursuit of knowledge, and
the betterment of society, in my humble opinion //
The relationship between me and my students, and
nothing else // Education and research embedded
within
the
local
community
//
To
topple
authoritarian regimes // To produce educated
citizens // It should be a learning community,
shouldn’t it? // It’d be nice to think it was
about the democratisation of education, and like,
community // To educate people and make society
better and solve society’s problems. Maybe not all
of them in one go, but to attempt it // Primarily
I think it’s a place for people to come together
and learn more about the world and each other. I
mean, I could go on forever, but that’s it // The
advancing of human knowledge and the preparation
of people for professional life // Educating the
next generation, I think // To foster independent
thought
//
To
benefit
society
through
the
democratisation of learning // To be empowered and
inspire people and to protect workers’ rights //
To empower students and community and society as a
whole, to think independently as a collective
towards the emancipation of self and others // To
make sure everyone is treated fairly and be aware
of people’s needs and act on that. To serve the
needs of the community, as well // I mean,
education is the first thing that leaps to mind. I
guess it’s more than that with research, it’s
about providing some value for society, doing some
good
in
the
world
//
I
think
it’d
be
enlightenment, also emancipation and critique //
To do research that changes lives, and teaching
that allows our graduates to go out and change the
world positively // ...
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